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This paper asks what might be behind the current trend for art/science 
collaborations. Using a theory of melodrama it asks what new story is 
being told: is it a nomadic story in which an emerging consciousness 
is in conflict with a redundant order - a story of a resistant response to 
a radically different order in which the last vestige of feudalism - the 
State - can no longer claim dominion (except in football)? Drawing on 
the story of Charles Boyle and the Orrery as a complex melodramatic 
struggle between the ancients and the moderns the paper calls for 
reflection on the current appetite for collaborations between scientists 
and artists. What emerging consciousness is challenging the status quo 
in this move: are these collaborations tales of sound and fury 
signifying nothing, or an emerging borderless form which carries its 
own values and already embodies its own significant content? 

 
 

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow, 
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day 
To the last syllable of recorded time, 
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools 
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle! 
Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player 
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage 
And then is heard no more: it is a tale 
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, 
Signifying nothing. (Macbeth. Act 5 scene 5) 

 
 
I have subtitled my paper and opened with Macbeth’s wonderful reflection on 
the death of his wife (and life in general) for two reasons. The first is to 
remind us that what we base our belief and intellectual actions on are just 
stories, and that both art and science are very new stories, strutting and 
fretting their hour with lots of other much older stories. Mise-en-abyme - like 
nested Russian dolls - we live by stories from various epochs that endorse 
other stories which are connected with such an elaborate network of mutual 
validations that at times we forget, as Macbeth briefly did, the (human) life is 
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but a walking shadow. Humphry Bogart put in more contemporary language 
when he saw Ingrid Bergman off with the memorable line: ‘… it doesn't take 
much to see that the problems of three little people don't amount to a hill of 
beans in this crazy world.’ It is not just that in relation to the eternal universe 
we are insignificant, but that the very meaning of anything is so historically 
local that once we leave the theatre or lecture hall the candle goes out. This is 
not to say that Science and Art have not told us valuable and useful stories 
that have ameliorated the hardships of nature and even possibly saved human 
consciousness from extinction for a few centuries. But just to reinforce that 
importance of remembering that they are stories and stories are not 
independent truths. Oedipus may or may not have lived, and may or may not 
have killed his father and slept with his mother, but the story, uttered in the 
dominant social regime warns us of the great risks we run if there is more 
than one king in a land. As has often been said these myths have provided an 
imaginary model to support a community structure that amplifies the assets 
of individuals beyond a simple aggregate. Undoubtedly, without the constant 
repetition of the story of Oedipus (and others like it) there would be no 
family and a profoundly different social order – one in which, quite possibly, 
hierarchies would be different and women would no longer be objects of 
exchange between men but exercise their own dominion.  
 
This rather contentious affront to the social status quo brings me to my 
second reason for using Tales of Sound and Fury as my subtitle. In 1972 
Thomas Elsaesser published an article in the film Journal Mono-gram under 
the title Tales of Sound and Fury: Observations on the Family Melodrama. 
At the time Elsaesser was the editor of Mono-gram and his intention was to 
draw the same kind of attention to the main cinematic tradition that had 
hitherto been reserved for art films.1 Not only would this reveal an aesthetic 
quality that had been overlooked by academic prejudice, but would also 
begin to give us a vision of cinema as a whole, rather than a classical 
hierarchy in which there was an untouchable underclass called Hollywood. 
As such Mono-gram opposed the critical stance of F. R. Levis and 
championed an emerging taste for a much more inclusive version of culture. 
Elsaesser’s essay on the melodrama proceeds from a reflection on such 
directors as Douglas Sirk, Vincent Minnelli and George Cukor and 
contextualizes their films relative to a history of literary and theatrical 
melodrama.  
 
Elsaesser’s argument is summed up in his discussion of the new novel form 
such as Richardson’s Clarrisa which was published in the late 1740s. 

                                                      
1 ‘As a methodological first step, its writers would posit that the history of Hollywood 
cinema - “classical cinema,” as the editorial calls it - is central to any adequate 
account of how films in many traditions tell stories.’ See Elsaesser (1971).  
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The villains (often of noble birth) demonstrate their superior 
political and economic power invariably by sexual aggression and 
attempted rape, leaving the heroine no other way than to commit 
suicide or take poison in the company of her lover. The ideological 
message of these tragedies, as in the case of Clarissa, is 
transparent: they record the struggle of a morally and emancipated 
bourgeois consciousness against the remnants of feudalism. 
(Elsaesser 1972 ) 

 
What this attention to the novel allows him to do is challenge the critical 
reception of Hollywood as a vacuous ideological exploitation of the 
intellectually vulnerable in favor of a more socially informed assessment of 
those virtues that contributed to the appeal and endurance of such films as 
Home from the Hill and Written on the Wind – and indeed Casablanca. 
 
The continuity between Hollywood melodramas and the 18th century novel as 
a continuity of the struggle between the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie for 
the command of consciousness is compellingly made in Tales of Sound and 
Fury, and the article has subsequently informed 20th century sublimations of 
the same conflict in, for example, the European feminist movement and the 
challenges to the exclusivity of aesthetic virtue lying in high culture. 
Moreover, as I will try to suggest in the second part of this paper, it may also 
throw light on the so-called Scientific Revolution and the nature of the space 
between the Arts and Sciences as it played out in the following centuries.  
 
We like to think that the Scientific Revolution was the consequence of a 
steady accretion of knowledge which, at a certain moment - say around 1750 
- reached a critical mass fuelling science as we know it through a lineage of 
Volta, (1745-1827) Davy, (1778-1829) Faraday (1791-1867) for example. 
But as Steven Shapin argues in The Scientific Revolution, there was not 
moment of enlightenment which produced science but a network of 
contradictory forces which have eventually been regarded as revolutionary. 
Shapin puts it that: 
 

… there is no single coherent story that could possibly capture all 
the aspects of science or its changes in which we later twentieth-
century moderns might happen to be interested. I can think of no 
feature of early modern science that has been traditionally 
identified as its revolutionary essence that did not have 
significantly variant contemporary forms or that was not subject to 
contemporary criticism by practitioners who have also been 
accounted revolutionary “moderns”. (Shapin 1996, p.10) 
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This becomes evident from a closer examination of a figure who sits at the 
cusp of science – the point where its claims and methods are sufficiently 
contentious to be vulnerable. The fourth Earl of Orrery (formerly his lordship 
Charles Boyle) (1674-1731) was a relative of Robert Boyle and had been a 
distinguished student at Christ College, Oxford. As a gifted classical scholar 
he published an edition of the letters of Phalaris, a ruler who lived in Sicily in 
the 6th century and was known as a cruel tyrant who burned people alive in a 
brass bull for the pleasure of hearing the roaring sound. Boyle’s translations 
of the letters proved that he was, on the contrary, a benign and caring ruler. 
Richard Bentley however published a rebuttal of Boyle’s edition and revealed 
the letters as fourteenth century forgeries. According to Gilbert Highet, 
Bentley did this  
 

By a clear and sensible analysis of the letters themselves by 
subjecting them to historical, philological, and literary 
examination, [and he] proved that they were written in the wrong 
dialect of Greek, that they referred to men and cities that 
flourished long after the death of the real Phalaris, and that they 
contained quotations from poets younger than the Sicilian tyrant. 
(Highet 1985, p.284) 

 
At stake in this literary skirmish was whether the Ancients had found out 
more or less all that there was to know or whether the Moderns, with their 
scientific methods, were doing more than simply reprocessing ancient 
knowledge like a spider spinning a web (to use Jonathan Swift’s metaphor) 
tainting the truth with their own vile secretion. In the pursuit of scientific 
truth one of the key engines of the Modern’s spider web was instrumentation. 
As Barbara Shapiro points out in A Culture of Fact: England 1550-1720. 
 

Because Instruments enhanced perception, greater credibility was 
assigned to instrument based testimony. But ‘the observation of 
natural occurrences, however were treated somewhat differently 
than reporting experimentally produced facts. Sir Mathew Hale 
reminded readers that although the telescope enabled the senses to 
perceive the stars or objects impossible without it, the ‘Stars in the 
Milky Way’ were not ‘in the heavens … because the telescope 
hath discovered them, for they were there before’. Telescopic 
observation did ‘not make the thing to be, but evidence them to be. 
(Shapiro 2000, p.128) 

 
Like Hale, Charles Boyle, as we can see from the famous dispute with 
Bentley, favoured the Ancients - despite his kinship with Robert Boyle. In 
1713 he commissioned John Rowley to build him a mechanical model 
designed by George Graham (1654-1751) in 1704 (possibly with the help of 
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clockmaker Thomas Tompian); a mechanical device, technically a tellurian, 
that shows how day and night are caused by the earth’s motion around the 
sun.2 It depicts a heliocentric universe, a modern concept that has rightly 
been attributed to Copernicus but one that coincided with the Pythagorean 
view (described by Aristotle in De Caelo) that the earth was a star circling a 
fire.3 
 
The clockwork tellurian, for all its instrumental reality, struck a blow for the 
Ancients since it presented parts of the Solar System as a fact that preceded 
science and, most significantly, placed the observer outside the system from 
which the modern observer was observing. In so doing it reinstated the old 
order through a critique of the rhetoric of instrumentation. The instrument 
used the motive force of clockwork which, according to Stephen Shapin, 
reflected ‘the power relations of an Early European society whose patterns of 
living, producing, and political ordering were undergoing massive changes as 
feudalism gave way to early capitalism.’ (Shapin 1996, p.33) 
 
These political, and economic changes were coextensive with instrumental 
science in as much as a truth relied less on the social standing of the observer 
and more on a consensus consolidated and ossified in a particular instrument. 
In short we can see the story of science much as we now see the story of art 
as a struggle between an emerging consciousness that was in conflict with 
feudalism. Elsaesser sees the roots of this consciousness as bourgeois, and it 
is difficult to disagree if one looks at Joseph Wright of Derby’s depiction of 
the solar system as an instrumental reality less than half a century latter. The 
bourgeois revolution, it seems, is the ascendant if not complete. A 
Philosopher Giving A Lecture on the Orrery, in which a lamp is put in place 
of the Sun (Figure 17), painted by Joseph Wright of Derby, was first 
exhibited in 1766. It depicts the orrery as a much more elaborate device in a 
domestic setting. The audience is middle class and indeed the materialistic 
metaphor of a lamp ‘grounds’ the solar system in the quotidian present of 
domestic possessions. The relative novelty of this revolution may be evident 
in the inflated rhetoric of the painting: The lecturer is modeled after a portrait 
of Newton and the whole tone is excessive and over-determined in use of 
language and light. In this respect it could reasonably be linked to 
                                                      
2 This was a copy of an earlier model which Prince Eugene of Savoy commissioned in 
1703 from George Graham. The copy commissioned by Boyle and made shortly after 
his succession following the death of his brother was clearly not an extravagant whim 
or a fashionable ‘toy’ (as it was later considered) but an extension of his academic and 
worldly activities as a significant intellectual supporting a particular philosophy. It 
was an expression of a mechanical philosophy that retained the feudal status quo 
within the new order upon which science was founded. 
3 Heliocentric Ideas of ancient Greeks and Copernicus. Michael Lahanas cites a letter 
from Copernicus to Pope Paul III in which he sees the origin of his thinking in Cicero. 
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contemporary literature and the melodramatic turn. It is interesting to map 
Elsaesser’s account of the 19th century melodramatic novel on to the image: 
 

To sum up: these writers understood the melodrama as a form 
which carried its own values and already embodied its own 
significant content: it serve as the literary equivalent of a 
particular, historically conditioned mode of experience. Even if the 
situations and sentiments defied all categories of verisimilitude 
and totally unlike anything in real life, the structure had a truth and 
life of its own, which an artist could make a part of his material. 
(Elsaesser 1972) 

 

 
 

Figure 17. 'A Philosopher Giving a Lecture on the Orrery' by Joseph Wright of 
Derby (1766). 

 
This description of the key aspects of the genre is continuous both with 
Wright’s painting and the practice of science in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
and possibly even the twentieth century. It helps understand science as a 
system that was, above all, a revolutionary response to the progressive 
collapse of feudal values and the opportunities for a new order that 
Capitalism promised.4 

                                                      
4 Not only writers but musicians, poets and visual artists also developed new forms 
which critiqued the old order and carried their own values, and there is another story 
to be told there but it is perhaps slightly better known since it was played out more 
directly in the public arena. Barbara Stafford has laid out the material for this in a 
number of her key books.  
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I used Macbeth’s soliloquy of defeat at the start of this paper to remind us 
that art and science are stories, but the discussion of melodrama also reminds 
us that stories have significant form, and Macbeth is no exception. Lady 
Macbeth, it is argued, leaves the female realm and crosses a gender boundary 
and by leading Macbeth to regicide opens the prospect of a state with two 
kings: an absolute impossibility.  
 

I have given suck, and know how tender ‘tis to love the babe that 
milks me.   
I would, while it was smiling in my face,  
Have plucked my nipple from his boneless gums  
And dashed the brains out, had I so sworn  
As you have done to this. (1.7.54-59) 

 
And as with Macbeth, so with Art and Science. While the Enlightenment 
Sci/Art regicide and the collapse of the feudal order could be widely 
condoned, there could only be one winner, and the 19th century was where 
this internecine battle was finally settled. Science won and a new petty 
bourgeoisie of technologists was formed to keep any pretenders from the arts 
at bay. The intemperate language that was, and still is, heaped upon 
F.R.Leavis for his criticism of Snow’s Rede lecture is perhaps evidence of 
the terms of engagement that many scientists have for the arts.5  
 
Macbeth, melodrama, Oedipus and the dispute between Snow and Leavis tell 
us quite firmly that in capitalism there can be no convergence of the arts and 
sciences - for that would give us two kings. At least no convergence in a 
capitalism founded on nation states in which elaborate diplomacies allow 
multiple kings to more or less coexist provided they stay within their material 
boundaries. In the context of this conference this polemic would be a 
depressing thought, but perhaps things are changing. In the Sci/Art 
convergence what story is being told: is it a nomadic story in which an 
emerging consciousness is in conflict with a redundant order; A radical 
response to a radically different order in which the last vestige of feudalism - 
the State - can no longer claim dominion (except in football)?  
 
Put another way: why are artists and scientists seeking common ground, and 
what does the question raised by this conference mean anthropologically? 
Drawing on the story of Charles Boyle and the Orrery as a complex 
melodramatic struggle between the Ancients and the Moderns it calls for 
reflection on the current appetite for collaborations between scientists and 
artists. And finally, what emerging consciousness is challenging the status 

                                                      
5 For a fairly level discussion of the Snow/Leavis dispute see Sorell (1991). 
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quo in this move: are these collaborations tales of sound and fury signifying 
nothing, or an emerging borderless form which carries its own values and 
already embodies its own significant content? 
 
This paper was given at Nomadic 0910, Porto, September 2009. 
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